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A+ Grade!
ALPS ZERO GRAVITY
The new Delta Zero Gravity blind from
Alps requires no assembly, keeps you
off the ground in a comfortable “chair”
and provides plenty of room for
keeping gear under wraps. Features
include backpack carry straps, two
side pockets and brush loops. Alpsbrands.com; 800-344-2577.

INVISIMAN HYBRID
Momarsh’s new Invisiman is a
half-breed version of the Invisilay.
Essentially, the Invisiman is half a
full-length layout blind, complete with
flip-style doors, stubble straps and
extendable legs. You simply lie back
with your wader-clad legs in the water.
Momarsh.com; 314-825-3825.

VICTOR DOG FOOD
Family owned and committed to quality, Victor Pet Food makes top feed
for hunting dogs. Its Performance
Formula features high levels of protein
and energy and contains Omega 3
and 6 as well as glucosamine. Victor
has food to match the dog you own.
Victordogfood.com; 888-428-7544.
Super Premium Nutrient Dense Food
featuring high levels of protein and
energy with only 35% total Carbohydrates. This is an excellent choice for
young, growing and highly active dogs of
all ages. Multiple protein sources from
Beef, Pork, and Chicken (Meals) provide
excellent amino acid balance supporting
muscle development and maintenance.
Balanced levels of Omega 3 and 6
support healthy skin and coat as well as
other critical organ functions. With 800
mg/kg of Glucosamine blended with
Chondroitin,this food will have a positive
effect
on BISMUTH
the long term PREMIUM
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Drop-dead
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food! and retained
energy mean fewer injured birds,
less felt recoil and tighter patterns.
Bismuth is safe for fixed choke and
high-grade barrels. Kentgamebore.
com; 888-311-5368
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HEVI-SHOT HEVI-STEEL
DAKOTA DECOY DUCKS
Plants
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frominMeat,
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and 3-inch
Dakota
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20 gauge. Wisely, shot selection
also includes 1s and 3s in this offering. Velocities of Hevi-Steel have
increased, ranging up to 1,550 in
some 12 gauge loadings. Hevishot.
com; 541-367-3522.
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ducks to its line: wood ducks and
bluebills. Both are sold in sixpacks. Both come with standard
keel design and are backed by a
paint guarantee. Dakotadecoy.
com; 605-624-3825.
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AVERY TRAINER’S BAG
The Pro Trainer’s Bag from Avery
ASG can hold training bumpers,
scent, a starter pistol, leads, whistles
and even a handheld launcher.
Features include a sealed main compartment, eight accessory sleeves
and adjustable shoulder strap. averysportingdog.com; 800-333-5119.
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AVIAN-X A-FRAME

EXCEL OPTIFADE CAMO OPTION

BENELLI SBE II 25 YEARS

The Avian-X A-Frame Blind offers
invisibility in marshes, fence rows,
waterways or open fields. This portable blind features an aluminum
frame finished with a rugged Shadow
Grass shell. Measures 96 by 60 by 48
inches and weighs 26 pounds. Avianx.com; 877-534-2263.

New for 2016, Gore Optifade Waterfowl camouflage is now available on all Excel
boat models. Designed to fool ducks by completely obliterating hard outlines of
hunters and their gear, Gore’s Optifade Waterfowl Marsh pattern is perfect for a
diverse selection of hunting environments. One series in the Excel line that certainly uses the new camouflage pattern to its advantage is the F4 Shallow Water
series. Standard features on the F4 include running lights, a 12-gallon fuel tank,
rod and gun box, dry storage, twin battery storage, 30-inch handrails and a fullflotation step deck. Excelboats.net; 801-352-1458.

To celebrate 25 years, Benelli
is offering an enhanced SBE II
model with a brushed-nickel bolt,
oversized bolt handle and bolt
release
button, extra-long
Diamond
V fiberoptic front sight, three chokes, and
Max-5 or black finishes. BenelliUSA.com; 800-264-4962.
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